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*Again referring to Fig.2, the total Johnson noise delivered to the amplifier

Input terminals is
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. . .

ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE FREE ELECTRON BOLOMETER

The free electron bolometer (FEB) has been in use as a far infrared and

millimeter-wave detector since the pioneering work of Putley [11 and Kinch and

Rollin [2]. Several contributions to the technology and theory of operation

of these devices have appeared subsequently. At present, FEBs provide rugged,

environmentally stable, high sensitivity devices with superior performance

above about 100 GHz. This report shows how circuitry, material parameters and

operating conditions affect FEB performance, the overall objective being to

realize improved performance at high information rates.

Past studies of InSb FEB performance [3-6] have made one or more

simplifying assumptions which limit the application of the models to higher

temperatures. In particular, complete calculations of the expected noise

equivalent power (NEP) or noise temperature for general bias and IF match

conditions and for local oscillator power optimization have not appeared.

Thus the purpose of this report is to provide a complete modeling of FEBs in

order to allow an accurate determination of the performance available from

these devices in rapid response time applications.

1. Device Modeling - Signal Analysis

Modeling of FEB performance will be based on the system shown

schematically in Figure 1. The bolometer effect takes place in the

free-electron gas at temperature Te which is loosely coupled to the lattice at

temperature TL through a thermal conductance K. Power from the microwave or

infrared radiation and bias circuit is absorbed by the electron gas. The

lattice is assumed to be tightly coupled to the heat sink through a large

thermal conductance Gthermal. Energy absorbed by the free-electron gas pro-

duces an increase in free electron mobility which varies with temperature as

Manuscript approved September 13, 1983.
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the free-electron bolometer.
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When the free electron mobility is limited by ionized impurity scattering

n m 3/2. Energy is removed from the electron gas by scattering processes

resulting in a decreasing device response time as the lattice temperature, TL,

is increased. We will use the following definitions in the derivations:

Zo  impedance of free space

TL lattice temperature

To  steady state electron gas temperature

T1  time varying component of electron gas temperature

a normalized derivative of bolometer conductance with temperature

B bandwidth of the bolometer

Pdc bias power dissipated in the bolometer

Prf radiation (microwave or rf) incident on the bolometer

A absorption coefficient of bolometer at microwave frequencies

n IR quantum efficiency

P1  time varying component of incident radiation power

PLO local oscillator power incident on bolometer

Ps signal power incident on bolometer

Pbg background noise power

P0  AoPLO+Pdc, the total of bias and local oscillator power dissipated

in the bolometer

VB steady state dc voltage across bolometer

GL dc bias conductance

Ga amplifier input conductance

GB  boloseter conductance

GBo  steady state value of bolometer conductance

GB1 time varying part of bolometer conductance

'" 3
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The general approach followed in this section is similar to that of refs. 4

and 5 so will only be sketched briefly here.

The circuit in which the bolometer is assumed to be embedded is shown in

Fig. 2. The total power dissipated in the bolometer will be determined by the

total of the absorbed radiation and bias power delivered to the bolometer.

In general, this can be expressed as:

P(t) - Pdc(t) + A(t)Prf(t)

where A is the absorption coefficient at the frequency of the incident

radiation, Pdc is the power delivered from the dc bias source, and Prf is the

incident (not absorbed) radiation power. The bolometer will not, in general

respond directly to an rf frequency but only to an IF frequency. Thus

Prf(t) - Prfo + PIF eiwt

where Prfo is the average rf power incident upon the bolometer. The bolometer

conductance GB will also have a time-varying part

GB - GBo + GBI •iw t

and this in turn will lead to a time variation in the bias power Pdc and

absorption coefficient. Thus

GBI 1lt

Pdc(t) - Pdc [1 + adc - eiWt
GBI it

A(t) - Ao [I + arf GBo eiit

and

*4
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Fig. 2 Bias and IF circuitry.

P(t) P Pdc + AoPrfo + [(adc Pdc+ arfAoPrfo) G Bo + AoPIFeiwt

= Po + Ple i t

where

Pdc - VB2GBo

Prfo PLO + Ps

PIF - 2 (PLOPs)"/2 (heterodyne detection)

M Ps (direct detection)

GBoZo

(I + GBo) 2

1 GB aPdc Ga+GL-GBo

*dc= Pc aB GB GB0  aG+~

GB 3A j 1-GBoZo
A " 3GB I l+GBoZo

SGB " GBO

At optical frequencies, it is customary to consider the absorption

coefficient A as an infrared quantum efficiency n. When the bolometer is

matched to the radiation, n - A - 1 and arf 0.

When the bolometer conductance GB is dependent upon the electron

temperature Te via a power law

.4 5
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GB Ten

then

dGB GB1 dTe Ti

GB GBo Te T
GGBnO GB TlTeTo

Power loss to the lattice is determined by the equation:

C (j<Te-TL) + K(Te-TL) - P(t)

- Po+Pleiwt

Letting the electron temperature have a steady state value To and a time

dependent part Tleiwt, we obtain two equations for To and T1 whose solutions

are:

Po Pdc + AoPrfo'TO - L M - -K

and

T1 AoPIF

To K' To (l+i w')

in which

K'To - ro - n[adcPdc + arfAoPrfo]

and

C

K'

*1 6



From the expression for Tl/To, we can calculate the variation in

bolometer conductance at the IF frequency:

GBl ILAOPIF
GBo K'T0 (l+iWT'

From Fig.2, the magnitude of the potential across the IF amplifier is:

Va 1 GBo GB1
V, GBO+GL Ga+GL+GBo GBo

-Vdc -GB 0  M~oPIF2]/
Ga+GL4GBO K'TO[1+(w ')]"

and the amplifier current is:

is-Ic Ga nAoPIF

Ga+GL4GBo K'To(l+(wT') 2]1" 2

The rms voltage, rus current, and average power into the amplifier are

then given by:

Va-(PdcGo) 1
2 nPIF 1_______________

2 KTo (Ga+GL4G-Bo) - (Ga4GL-GBo) (nPdc/IC~o)

ia-(PdcG;Bo) 11 2 ILPIF GaLGo)Ga
is = 2 KT (Gar-L+~o)- (Ga+GLGBo) (nPdc/KTo)

Pa=vaia -PdcGBOGa(nPIF/KTo )
2

2 2[(Ga+GL+GBo) - (Ga+GLGBo)(npdc/KTo) 12



For the heterodyne case, PIF = 2 (PLOPs)1 1 2

For the direct detection case, PIF - Ps.

The bandwidth of the bolometer is given by:

I K' nPdc Ga+GLGBoB ---- = Bo [I Ga'__L___o
2TTrr' 2wC [ KTo  Ga+GL+GBo

where Bo is the bandwidth when Ga+GL - GBo.

2. Device Modeling - Noise Analysis

I. The minimum detectable signal by any receiver is determined by the

.: conversion loss, calculated in the previous section, and the noise sources

which give an appreciable contribution at the amplified IF output. Previous

investigators have restricted their analysis to the case where amplifier

-' noise is dominant [4,51 or have used restricted circuitry assumptions [1,2,3].

A general noise analysis is presented in this section; noise sources discussed

include a) local oscillator shot noise, b) background fluctuations,

c) electron temperature fluctuations, d) Johnson-Nyquist noise and

e) amplifier noise. Adequate high pass filtering to eliminate 1/f noise will

be assumed since frequencies of interest will fall considerably above the knee

of typical 1/f curves.

2.1 Local Oscillator Shot Noise

The fundamental noise floor for a heterodyne device with a high quality

local oscillator can be no lower than that produced by statistical

fluctuations in the local oscillator. This result is independent of detector

or system parameters and yields a noise temperature given by

TnLO - hf/kBAo

8



2.2 Background Noise

Fluctuations in the background seen by a receiving antenna set the

theoretical sensitivity limit of the receiving system. The antenna can be

characterized by a radiation resistance Rbg describing how well the antenna is

matched to the transmission line carrying the signal to the receiver, and

a temperature Tbg describing the effective background or sky temperature. Tbg

is given by the equation

1iTbg - 4- f T(O,¢)G(0,O)

where T(0,0) - sky temperature in the incremental solid angle dO in

the (6,0) direction,

G0,O) - antenna gain in (6,0) direction.

For the frequency range of interest for the hot electron bolometer, 90 to 500

GHz, the sky temperature lies between 500K at 94 GHz for an antenna pointing

away from the earth in clear weather to 290 0K for other frequencies and/or

weather conditions and/or directions where the earth's surface is partially

subtended.

The transmission line carrying the signal from the antenna to the re-

ceiver can be characterized by a loss L, a characteristic impedance Zo and a

physical temperature TTL (See Fig. 3). For maximum sensitivity, the line is

matched to the antenna, i.e., Zo - Rbg - Rbg'. The effective background

temperature referred to the receiver end of the transmission line is [7]:

Tbg' - TbgL + TTL(1 - L)

where L < 1. As expected, for high loss the noise originates mainly in the

transmission line while for small L, background fluctuations dominate.

9
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Antenna Transmission Line Receiver

0

*Rb T bgZ1T L R T'0b'L bg

Fig. 3 Circuit representation of antenna and transmission line to the
receiver.

The background contribution to the noise power can be computed by calculating

the noise emanating from a resistor Zo at temperature Tbg'. The expression

for ebg' in Fig. 4 holds in the low frequency limit (hf << kBTbg'), easily

met in the current case. The previous development for signal power delivered

to the amplifier can be used directly to compute the noise originating from

from background fluctuations by making the substitution

ebg 12 kBTbg'B.
Ps = Pbg = 4Z°

2.3 Temperature Fluctuation Noise

The random relaxation of hot electrons to the lattice and subsequent

absorption of energy leads to random fluctuations in the electron temperature;

* i.e., temperature fluctuation noise. For a general heat balance equation of

the form

d
C - AT + VAT - W(t)

Van der Ziel [8] shows that temperature fluctuations take the form

4kBTo 2 B
(6T) 2 - where r' - C/K .

K'[1 + t

S.10
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a

bg

0

Fig. 4 Equivalent source for background noise.

Fluctuations in temperature are related to fluctuations in conductivity

through the expression:

GBO To

which in turn is related to fluctuations in power delivered to the amplifier

by

Pdc GBoGa (6GBo)222
6Pa -2- )GBo+Ga+GL) GBo

so that

2Pdcn2kBToGBoGaBPnTF

K' TO (GBo+GL+Ga) 2

2.4 Johnson-Nyquist Noise

In the low frequency limit, hf << kBT, the noise current originating from

a conductance G at temperature T is given by

inJ 2  4kBTBG

11
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Again referring to Fig.2, the total Johnson noise delivered to the amplifier

input terminals is

GLTL+GBOTOPnJ - 4kBGaB
(GL+Ga+GBo ) 2

2.5 Amplifier Noise

In a practical receiver, noise generated within the amplifier which

follows the detecting/mixing element will be a significant if not the dominant

noise contribution. This is especially true of the present device because of

its intrinsically high conversion loss (Lc > 6 dB).

For the purpose of this discussion we will focus on cooled GaAs FET

amplifier technology. Since a low temperature bath must be provided for the

bolometer/mixer element, little further complication is introduced by cooling

the amplifier. Further, since the amplifier is in close proximity to the

bolometer element, the attenuation and frequency-dependent loss inherent

in the transmission line needed to transport the signal out of the dewar are

minimized. These losses can be particularly troublesome at high IF fre-

quencies when the amplifier is not well matched to the bolometer, and as will

-be shown in the following section, a match between the bolometer and amplifier

-, does not result in the lowest conversion loss. An attractive configuration

was introduced by Williams, Lum, and Weinreb [9] for radio astronomy

observations. The noise contribution of their FET amplifier is conveniently

represented by a noise temperature Ta referred to the amplifier input

terminals. The input impedance can be adjusted over a wide range by changing

the source inductance of the amplifier circuit without altering the noise

temperature. Noise temperatures ~1300K have been reported at 1.3 GHz and no

degradation is expected for lower IF frequencies provided that the 1/f region

of the spectrum is avoided [10].

*. 12
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3. Heterodyne Detection Performance

3.1 Noise temperature for minimum conversion loss

A common way of characterizing heterodyne receiver performance is by

means of an effective noise temperature Teff, implying that the minimum

detectable signal power is kBTeffB for a unity signal-to-noise ratio at the

4 receiver output. Since the amplifier noise contribution has been referred to

the amplifier input terminals, the effective noise temperature is found by

equating the signal at the amplifier input terminals to the sum of all noise

contributions at these terminals. Thus, in the low IF frequency limit,

Teff - hf/kBA0  (local oscillator shot noise)

+ Tbg' (background noise)

+ KT (thermal fluctuation noise)
A0 2 PLO

+ 2 + G (Johnson noise)

n A0 LOPdc GBo To

+ TaLc (amplifier noise),

where

K2To2  (Ga+GL+GBo)
2

Lc ,
2n2Ao2PdcPLO GaGBo

is the conversion loss of the mixer (Lc > i).

We will now minimize Teff by appropriate choice of circuitry and bias

* parameters. First, it can be seen that it is advantageous to employ a

constant current bias (GL - 0) and match the signal input transmission line to

"13
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the bolometer (Ao  = 1). The importance of low conversic. loss Lc may be

readily appreciated as the noise contribution of the amplifier can be seen to

be directly proportional to Lc. However, conversion loss need only be re-

duced sufficiently to allow the amplifier noise to be suppressed below the

other noise sources. Additional de.eases in Lc yield no benefit.

It can be noted that both the amplifier contribution to the effective

noise temperature, Tna, and the Johnson noise have the same functional

dependence on PLO and Pdc. To minimize these noise contributions we follow

the approach of Arams [5] and determine the optimum relationship between Pdc

and the total power applied Po - PLO+Pdc. The assumption of Po - constant

-. implies a fixed electron temperature To and a fixed bolometer conductance GBo.

*The optimum value is

, P o
Pdcopt 0
d'2 nPo GaGBo

KTo Ga+GBo

giving a noise contribution of

Ta=8KT0  (Ga+GBo)2 F1 - nP0 Ga_.GBo 1Ta
Tna - 8 nP °  

4GaGBo [ KTo° Ga+GBo

Now Tna is minimized by the correct choice of IF impedance mismatching

G (OI P 1/2

Ga I T+P
GBo KTo-nPo

opt

Under this assumption

TnK"4 o [ nP0 2 1/2akn) 4[0 1 [l j"J j TaT

14
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It can further be shown [5] that nPo/KTo < 1, so that

Tna - 4Ta,

minimum

the theoretical limit for resistive mixers. In practice, one does not

operate close to this limit since the bandwidth approaches zero. It should

also be noted that the analysis of Section 1 breaks down in this limit

because the assumption T1 << To is no longer fulfilled.

Using the optimized value PdcOPt, the Johnson noise contribution to the

effective noise temperature is:

Tn - 1(- 1 _K2o Ga-GBO

TP) 1- Ga+GBo To

Unlike the amplifier noise, this quantity is minimized when Ga >> GBo (i.e.,

for a current amplifier) and becomes small as nPo/KTo approaches unity.

Finally, the temperature fluctuation noise can be written

I nPo Ga-GBo Pdc

KTo Ga+GBo PoTnTF - nTo
nPo
KT (I-Pdc/Po)

The TF noise contribution is generally somewhat smaller than the Johnson or

amplifier noise contributions but it can be seen that TnTF >To . It reaches

nTO in the limit Pdc/Po + 0, nPo/KTO + 1, a different condition than for the

15



other noise contributions. Under the amplifier noise optimizing condition,

Pdc - Pdcopt, it takes the simple form

KTo 2

TnTF - 2 -P 0

3.2 Bandwidth

The bandwidth must be considered along with the noise temperature in

optimizing circuitry for a given application. With GL = 0,

1 K' nPdc Ga-GBo

B= - = BO KT Ga+GBo

For the entire range of amplifier mismatch conditions

nPdc B nPdc

KTo B0  KTo

and

B

For the special case Pdc Pdcop t

nPo  Ga-GBo

I -
Bo nPo  Ga-GBo

2KTo Ga+GBo

I1

Loc, 16
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Results of noise temperature and bandwidth calculations for an FEB

heterodyne receiver are presented in Figures 5 thru 8. Relative values of Pdc

and PLO are chosen to minimize TnA and Tnj. T - To is assumed; other cases

- are readily inferred from these figures. The following points can be noted:

(a) Teff is a sensitive function of the parameter nPo/KTo, being

minimized when it approaches 1.

(b) Teff reaches a minimum value in the range 1 < Ga/GBo < =,

approaching the lower limit of Ga/GBo as nPo/KTo -- 0 and

approaching the upper limit as nPo/KTo + 1.

(c) Amplifier noise and Johnson noise dominate; temperature

fluctuation noise is of less importance.

(d) B/Bo > 1 for Ga/GBo < 1. Departures from unity are greatest
4'

for large values of nPo/KTo .
(e) Lowest values of noise temperature are achieved only with a

severe bandwidth penalty.

3.3 Noise Temperature for IF Match

When the IF amplifier is matched to the bolometer, the bandwidth becomes

independent of the total power and of the relative power distribution between

dc and LO sources. This match condition is a good compromise in that it

preserves bandwidth and allows a nearly optimum noise temperature. For this

case, the bandwidth is given by

Bo - K/2rC

and is determined solely by the material constants. The minimum conversion

loss becomes

Lc - 8(KTo/nPo)
2

17
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Fig. 5 Effective noise temperature as a function of amplifier match fornPo/KTo - 1/4.
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Fig. 6 Effective noise temperature as a function of amplifier match for
nPo/KTo - 1/2.
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Fig. 7 Effective noise temperature as a function of amplifier match for
nPo/1To - 3/4.
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Fig. 8 Effective noise temperature as a function of amplifier match for
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and the total thermal noise contribution (the sum of temperature fluctuation

noise and Johnson noise) becomes

Tthermal - 2KTo2/po + 8(KTo/nPo) 2To

Since the steady state electron temperature To is related to the lattice

temperature TL by the steady state heat equation

KTo - Po + KTL,

the total noise temperature may be written

hf L/ P 2  8/ TL\ P0 3eo

Teff -j.+ Tbg' + 2 (TL1 + TLT 2 o 1

B Po TT) Y T

where the terms represent quantum, background, thermal fluctuation, Johnson

and amplifier noise, respectively.

The thermal contribution and the conversion loss are displayed in Fig. 9

as a function of Po/KTL for n - 3/2. Optimum performance is achieved for

PoIKTL - 2. When this condition is satisfied the total noise temperature is:

Teff - hf/kB + Tbg' + 9TL + (54/n 2 )TL + (18/n 2 )Ta

Combining thermal fluctuation and Johnson noise this becomes

Teff - hf/kB + Tbg' + 33TL + 8Ta.

This equation expresses the fundamental limit for a free-electron bolometer

operating under matched conditions. Material parameters do not appear in

this equation and are unimportant as long as the basic conditions are

satisfied. These conditions are: (1) the free carriers absorb radiation

4t

22
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Fig. 9 Effective noise temperature and conversion loss as a function of
total power for IF match.
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efficiently and (2) ionized impurity scattering dominates the carrier

mobility (n - 3/2).

It is important to note that the very best performance is only obtained

when Po/ICTL - 2 (a condition which is equivalent to nPo/KTo - 1) and this will

be achieved only when the operating point on the IV curve has an infinite

slope. If there is a non-infinite thermal conductivity Gthermal between the

-lattice and the sink, then the lattice temperature will be dependent upon the

applied power,
Po

* TL -Ts 1 GTL " TsI + Gtherma I Ts .

!- For low power, TL Ts, and the lattice temperature only begins to increase

when Po is of the order of GthermalTs. As TL begins to rise, K begins to

*" increase very rapidly, especially above 100 K [12]. Thus PO/KTL will reach a

S-peak value which is maximized for large values of Gthermal. This conclusion

is consistent with experimental observations by Whalen and Westgate [41 that

the maximum achievable value of the parameters nPo/KTo decreased significantly

as the bath temperature was raised. If the device is to operate Vith its

best noise performance, the lattice should be thermally sunk to the cooled

bath through a heat conductance which is as high as possible. If the heat

conductance Gthermal is infinite, then the lattice temperature is clamped to

* the sink temperature, K is constant, and Po/KTL may be maximized.

-. i 4. Direct Detection Performance

The same general approach used above can be employed for direct de-

tection. Here it is more common to express the minimum detectable signal in

terms of a noise equivalent power or NEP. The NEP is defined as the signal
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applied to the input (antenna) terminals which will lead to a unity

signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver output in a 1 Hz bandwidth. Using the

results of Section 1 with the substitution PIF - NEP, we obtain, assuming

GL - 0, Ao - 1 and negligible shot noise,

E2  (Bg) 2 + 4kBToKT O  1 +1 K'To + K'Ta (Ga+GBo)2

2, + 4kBg' I n nPdc n nPdc 4GaGBo

where K'To - Kao (n a oaB Pdc)

As in the case of heterodyne detection, the minimum amplifier noise

contribution occurs when

Ga KTo + nPdc
GBo KTo - nPdc

implying Ga > GBO. The relative magnitudes of Johnson noise and temperature

fluctuation noise are compared with amplifier noise in Figs. 10 to 13. The

bandwidth is also shown in the figures. The following points can be observed:

(a) NEP is a sensitive function of nPdc/KTo being minimized when

nPdc/KTo + 1.

(b) Amplifier noise and Johnson noise tend to dominate although

temperature fluctuation noise becomes appreciable at the higher

values of nPdc/KTo.

(c) NEP is minimum at a slightly higher value of Ga/GBo than in the

heterodyne case.

(d) The bandwidth behavior is similar to that of the heterodyne case:

large bandwidth is obtained only at the expense of sensitivity.
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5. Conclusion

We have derived a set of equations which describe the performance of

free-electron bolometers with all the significant device characteristics

included and have given examples of optimization of bias circuit character-

istics and local oscillator power.

An ideal free-electron bolometer is shown to have a noise temperature

which is limited by the lattice temperature and the noise temperature of the

amplifier. Better amplifiers and lower operating temperature yield imnproved

performance.

Experimental results from the literature are in good agreement with the

calculated maximum performance. With amplifier noise subtracted, the resid-

ual detector noise temperature was found [3] to be 150 K. This is in good

agreement with the calculated 139 K for a mixer operating at 4.2 K.

These results demonstrate that a severe penalty is paid for increasing

device response speed by increasing the operating temperature. A better

solution for high speed applications would be selection of a material in which

the natural electron-lattice coupling is stronger, resulting in a

correspondingly decreased energy relaxation time and faster operation at low

temperature. Germanium is an example of a material which may be useful at

high speed (T - 10- 9 sec). Silicon would be even faster (T - 10-I 0 sec at

4.2 K). These materials have unfortunately not been sufficiently well

characterized to predict their performance as hot electron bolome-.ers.

Fundamental questions such as the magnitude and temperature dependence of the

electron-lattice coupling, the saturation behavior or, in fact, if the free

electron bolometer effect even exists for useful material compositions have

not been resolved.
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The results in this report do, however, demonstrate that there are no

fundamental barriers to achieving low noise temperatures and response times of

the order of 10- 9 sec with free-electron bolometers. Studies of materials

other than the usual indium antimonide may allow development of rugged,

sensitive, fast broadband heterodyne devices for 100 GHz operation.
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